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How accurate does one need to be 
to have an impact on drug discovery?

A 2 kcal/mol error in prioritizing lead synthesis would speed lead optimization by 3x 
but even 10% improvements would be of tremendous benefit

M. R. Shirts, D. L. Mobley and Scott P. Brown. "Free energy calculations in structure-based drug design",  
in Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches, pgs. 61-86, 2010.

4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Unassisted Distribution
Screened with 0.5 kcal/mol noise
Screened with 1.0 kcal/mol noise
Screened with 2.0 kcal/mol noise
1.4 kcal/mol

Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.

one round of synthesis. With 1.0 kcal/mol error, we still have 36% chance
of achieving the goal with the first molecule synthesized, for about a 5 fold
decrease in median number synthesized. Surprisingly, even with 2 kcal/mol
computational noise the time to the goal is reduced about threefold. Simi-
lar computations can be done with large numbers of computer evaluations;
unsurprisingly, the more computational evaluations can be done, the more
computational noise can be tolerated and still yield useful time savings. For
example, even with 2 kcal/mol error, if 100 molecules can be screened, num-
ber of molecules required to be synthesized is reduced eightfold, similar to
the results for 10 molecules and 0.5 kcal/mol error.

Even relatively small numbers of moderately accurate computer predic-
tions may be able to give significant advantage in the pharmaceutical work
flow; 100 screened molecules with 2 kcal/mol noise or 10 screens with 1
kcal/mol noise in our example process could reduce the number of molecules
required to be synthesized by almost an order of magnitude. Clearly, these
calculations assume the simulations are not biased against active compounds,
and errors that are highly dependent on the binding system would result in
less reliable advantages. But physically based prediction methods should in
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What details are crucial  
for accuracy?

Born-Opppenheimer approximation
Limited treatment of QM (DFT or semiempirical)
Implicit treatment of some electrons

Implicit representation of all electrons

Neglect of polarization
Representation of multipolar moments
by fixed charges

Rigid receptor
Rigid or semi-rigid ligand
Single-configuration scoring
Simple solvation model
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if accurate enough, 
systematically  
remove detail

if insufficiently accurate, 
systematically add detail

molecular mechanics potential energy 
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How can we compute a binding affinity 
including relevant statistical mechanics?
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How can we compute a binding affinity 
including relevant statistical mechanics?

Shan Y, Kim ET, Eastwood MP, Dror RO, Seeliger MA, Shaw DE. JACS 133:9181, 2011.

ANTON 
$50M special-purpose supercomputer from D.E. Shaw Research

Src:dasatanib 
(4 us simulation)

For typical drug off-rates (10-4 s-1), 
reliable calculation of binding affinities would require hour trajectories,  

requiring ~106 years to simulate.

David E. Shaw



alchemical free energy calculations provide a 
rigorous way to efficiently compute binding affinities

∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø
restraint imposition discharging steric decoupling noninteracting

Requires orders of magnitude less effort than simulating direct association process, 
but still includes all enthalpic/entropic contributions to binding free energy.

multiple simulations of alchemical intermediates
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Pioneering work from many: McCammon, van Gunsteren, Kollman, Jorgensen, Chipot, Roux, Boresch, Fujitani, Pande, Shirts, Swope, Christ, Mobley, and many more 
Recent review: Chodera, Mobley, Shirts, Dixon, Branson, Pande. Curr Opin Struct Biol 21:150, 2011. 



alchemical methods IN PRINCIPLE ALSO PROVIDE 
ACCESS TO many other useful properties

susceptibility to resistance mutations

partition coefficients (logP, logD) and permeabilities 

selectivity for subtypes or related targets/off-targets

lead optimization of affinity and selectivity

β-lactamaseampicillin

lipitor

clomifene ERα/β

also solubilities, polymorphs, etc. 



A free (libre) open-source, extensible platform for free energy calculations, 
algorithmic experimentation, and ligand design

YANK: An open-source, community-oriented platform for  
GPU-accelerated free energy calculations

$1400 
NVIDIA GTX Titan X PASCAL 

11 single-precision TFLOP/s 

http://openmm.org 
gromacs benchmarks from http://biowulf.nih.gov/apps/gromacs-gpu.html

method natoms gromacs CPU OpenMM GPU speedup
GB/SA 2,489 2.54 ns/day 863 ns/day 340x

RF 23,558 18.8 ns/day 607 ns/day 32x
PME 23,558 6.96 ns/day 384 ns/day 55x

OpenMM speedup (GTX Titan X Pascal) over 12-core Xeon X5650 CPU for DHFR

http://www.getyank.org

http://www.getyank.org


Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) PROVIDES A FLEXIBLE 
FRAMEWORK FOR enhancements

GHMC protonation 
state MC

tautomeric 
state MC

sidechain 
NCMC other MC...

composite MCMC sampling scheme for one alchemical state

... ... ...

propagation mixing

X
...

state 1

state 2

state 3

state 4

MCMC is combined with replica exchange schemes to decrease correlation times

chemical effectsconformational 
sampling enhanced sampling schemes



Hamiltonian exchange protocol allows for repeated 
binding/unbinding events and reorientation in site

indole binding to T4 lysozyme L99A in GBSA 
Hamiltonian exchange with Gibbs sampling

solid fully interacting
transparent noninteracting

Chodera and Shirts. JCP 135:194110, 2011 
Wang, Chodera, Yang, and Shirts. JCAMD 27:989, 2013. 

http://github.org/choderalab/yankgetyank.org

http://github.org/choderalab/yank
http://getyank.org


yaml syntax allows for easy automation 
of free energy calculations
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yaml syntax allows for easy automation 
of free energy calculations



site-resolved affinities can be estimated

benzene bound to T4 lysozyme L99A 
AMBER96 + OBC GBSA

core site

surface sites

Chodera and Shirts. JCP 135:194110, 2011 
Wang, Chodera, Yang, and Shirts. JCAMD 27:989, 2013. 

http://github.org/choderalab/yankgetyank.org

http://github.org/choderalab/yank
http://getyank.org


yank roadmap

q1 2017 stable python external api 
cleanly rewritten modular internals

q2 2017
robust setup workflow 
Multiple alchemical regions 
dynamic protomers, tautomers, counterions

q3 2017 simultaneous kinetics and free energies

q4 2016 YANK preview release 
tutorials / best practices / docs / tests



open source, High performance, high usability 
toolkits for predictive biomolecular simulation.

http://omnia.md

http://omnia.md


installing yank is easy

conda	install	-c	omnia	yank

MINICONDA=“Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh”	
wget	https://repo.continuum.io/miniconda/$MINICONDA	
bash	$MINICONDA	-b	-p	$HOME/miniconda	
export	PATH=“$HOME/miniconda/bin:$PATH”



but it’s still harder than it could be
Buy and install appropriate GPUs; still hard to convince people to buy NVIDIA GTX cards 
Install CUDA 8.0 correctly (requires root) 
Convince users to use user-space miniconda installations instead of global anaconda/python 
Get hydra MPICH (conda-installed) to cooperate with your batch queue system 
Deal with MPI parallelization fragility 
Command-line data analysis is still painful (exploring automated Jupyter notebook generation) 

levi naden paul 
czodrowski



orion to the rescue?

if we can get free energy 
calculations running in orion, 
our users (academic and industry) 
just need a working web browser

workflow automation could solve other problems too…



What are we evaluating in 
blind competitions?

evaluating the driver evaluating the technology

Need to separate capabilities of technology from skill of driver



containerized workflows would 
allow us to evaluate the technology

preparation
pipeline modeling tool

automated
analysis/

evaluation

industry
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized
data formats

standardized
data formats



open source preparation pipelines can 
capture community-driven best practices

preparation
pipeline modeling tool

automated
analysis/

evaluation

industry
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized
data formats

standardized
data formats



best practices can be 
evaluated by testing variations

preparation
pipeline

variations

modeling tool
automated
analysis/

evaluation

industry
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized
data formats

standardized
data formats



how much would cloud Free energy 
calculations cost?

p2.xlarge: one K80 GPU 

DHFR benchmark: 
99 ns/day PME 
147 ns/day reaction field 

$1079/year at 100% utilization 
competitive with cost of gpu!

current estimate for absolute binding free energy calculations: 
(52 replicas) (20 ns/replica) (1 day/99 ns) (24 hours/day) ($0.1232/hour) = $31/calculation



there is a path to cheap calculations
optimization of alchemical intermediates 
could cut effort in half without accuracy loss 

better integrators 
hydrogen mass repartitioning, solute-solvent splitting, baobab 
Could cut effort in half without accuracy loss 

cheaper nonbonded treatments 
reaction field is 60% faster than pme; gbsa is 225% faster  
could reduce costs without much accuracy loss 

GPU upgrades and openmm software improvements  
things get cheaper on their own! 

more tricks up our sleeves 
adaptive single-replica methods 
multiple ligands in one binding free energy calculations

can easily cut to $8/calculation, likely < $5/calculation



how hard is it develop for?

surprisingly easy! 

proof of concept: 
hydration free energies 

cube: ~200 loc 
floe: < 100 loc 
science code is external 
easy to expose multiple features as separate cubes



freesolv 0.5

tip3p PME

yikes! What happened?

gbsa

(so sorry for lack of units! Everything is in kcal/mol)



note enormous range 
of [-250,+50] kcal/molall have multiple polar groups

let’s check some outliers



let’s check some outliers

before

  anisotropic_dispersion_correction: no 

crazy free energy range

this turns off reciprocal-space 
pme electrostatics contribution!  

after

  anisotropic_dispersion_correction: yes 
  anisotropic_dispersion_cutoff: 9*angstroms

much better!

after



quick check of larger outlier set

before after



orion makes it easy to zoom in 
on outliers



Can we run absolute binding  
free energy calculations on orion?

also easy! 

cube: ~200 loc 
floe: < 100 loc



alchemical binding free energies 
on orion: quick gbsa calculations

2017-03-08 16:25:39,141: Free energy of binding:           -4.234 +- 0.232 kT (          -2.524 +- 0.138 kcal/mol) 
2017-03-08 16:25:39,141:  
2017-03-08 16:25:39,141: DeltaG complex                   :           11.776 +- 0.232 kT 
2017-03-08 16:25:39,141: DeltaG restraint                 :                     0.380 kT 
2017-03-08 16:25:39,141: DeltaG solvent                   :            7.921 +- 0.003 kT 
2017-03-08 16:25:39,141:  
2017-03-08 16:25:39,142: Enthalpy of binding:          -20.807 +- 6.524 kT (         -12.405 +- 3.889 kcal/mol)

Experiment: -4.67 +- 0.06  kcal/mol

(live demo)



replica exchange binding free energy 
calculations present challenges

periodic communication between replicas 
p2.16xlarge can use up to 16 GPUs; currently use MPI to communicate 

long calculations risk eviction 
bind to temporary s3 storage to save state and minimize repeated work 

synchronous replica exchange wastes time 
each replica takes slightly different amount of time,  
so some effort is lost waiting on other gpus 
could share pool of “workers” among many calculations or switch to 
asynchronous methods

some additional engineering is needed, 
but all of these challenges can be overcome



why absolute  
free energy calculations?

suppose we want to compute 
affinities to all kinases in 
the human kinome



relative calculations scale poorly

Liu S, Wu Y, Lin T, Abel R, Redmann JP, Summa CM, Jaber VR, Lim NM, and Mobley DL.  
JCAMD 27:755, 2013 

Fig. 3.
Planned calculations for the charge +1 subset of the FXa test set, showing details of
molecular structures. Molecules highlighted in colors illustrate features of the output
discussed in the main text.

Liu et al. Page 22
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Need experimental affinities/selectivities for 
at least one reference compound in every cluster 

Nsim ~ O(M*N*K*L) 
   M = targets 
   N = compounds 
   K = neighbors/compound 
   L = replicas/transformation 

Harder to add new molecules later 
Some transformations (e.g. macrocyclization)  
are much more difficult
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Need experimental affinities/selectivities for 
at least one reference compound in every cluster 

Nsim ~ O(M*N*K*L) 
   M = targets (500) 
   N = compounds (100) 
   K = neighbors/compound (2) 
   L = replicas/transformation (12) 

Nsim ~ 2,000,000 simulations!



absolute calculations scale well
Perform independent Hamiltonian exchange 
alchemical free energy calculations for each target. 

Nsim ~ O(M*N*L) 
   M = targets (500) 
   N = compounds (100) 
   L = replicas/transformation (20) 

Nsim ~ 1,000,000 simulations (better?)

Can we do better?



do we need all those replicas?

... ... ...

propagation mixing

X
...

state 1

state 2

state 3

state 4

hamiltonian exchange



do we need all those replicas?

... ... ...

propagation mixing

...

state 1

state 2

state 3

state 4

expanded ensemble
⇡(x, k) / exp[�uk(x) + gk]

One caveat: We need to guess the weights g 
(which are unfortunately the free energies we are trying to compute!)
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Abl:imatinib in vacuum alchemical free energy calculation

Similar to simulated scaling (Wei Yang), but provably optimal.

self-adjusted mixture sampling (SAMS)

Zhiqiang Tan 
Rutgers

Provably asymptotically optimal strategy for finding free energy weights! 
Tan Z. J. Comp. Graph. Stat. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10618600.2015.1113975
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Abl:imatinib in vacuum alchemical free energy calculation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10618600.2015.1113975


self-adjusted mixture sampling (SAMS)
Perform independent Hamiltonian exchange 
alchemical free energy calculations for each target. 

Nsim ~ O(M*N*L) 
   M = targets (500) 
   N = compounds (100) 
   L = replicas/transformation (1) 

Nsim ~ 50,000 simulations (wow!)

http://github.com/choderalab/sams

http://github.com/choderalab/sams


can we do better? 

why limit ourselves to one 
compound/calculation?



how can we design molecules 
with desired affinities and selectivities?
alternative substituents alternative starting materials

How can we search large chemical spaces based on free energy objectives?



how can we design molecules 
with desired affinities and selectivities?

Express objectives in terms of ratios of partition functions:
Maximize target affinity

Maximize selectivity for target protein (or conformation) P1 over antitarget P2

Select resistance mutations that minimize inhibitor affinity while maintaining activity 

Can we sample the joint space of configuration x and chemical state i so that the 
marginal chain maximizes a desired objective function?

⇡(i) / ZPL(i)

ZL(i)

/ K(i)
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Z
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how can we design molecules 
with desired affinities and selectivities?

sample a new configuration with MCMC (e.g. hybrid Monte Carlo)

SAMS allows us to construct a NEW recursion scheme to achieve a  
desired marginal distribution in terms of ratios of partition functions:

Stochastic approximation theory: Z. Tan. J. Comp. Graph. Stat. 2015 
Inspired by J. W. Pitera Proteins 15:385, 2000. 

sample a new chemical state with Monte Carlo
sn+1 ⇠ p(s|xn+1, {Zs}, {⇡s})

xn+1 ⇠ p(x|sn)

/ ⇡
s

Z
s

e�us(x)

logZs,n+1 = logZs,n � 1

n

ws

⇡s

update free energy estimates using recursion

update sampling target probabilities to maximize objective using recursion
⇡s,n+1 =

ZPL(s)

ZL(s)



sampling a new chemical state with 
reversible jump monte carlo (RJMC)

Abl kinase 
imatinib >> nilotinib

Pacc = min

⇢
1,

P (old|new)
P (new|old)

⇡(new)

⇡(old)

�



nonequilibrium candidate monte carlo can 
exponentially increase acceptance probabilities

Acceptance probability can be increased from 10-27 to 100 (38%)!

standard Monte Carlo

Full 3D system 
216 WCA particles 
Reduced density 
Reduced temperature 
5 kT barrier



�t(x, y)

Kt(x, y) > 0 , Kt(y, x) > 0

�t(x, y) > 0 , �t(y, x) > 0
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t

(x)K
t

(x, y) = �
t

(y)

P (�̃|x̃T ) > 0 � P (�|x0 > 0)

Kt(x, y) propagation kernel

xt � X configurations in some state space

Here, we unify these ideas and significantly extend the appli-
cation of nonequilibrium moves in physical simulations. We pre-
sent a theoretical framework, nonequilibrium candidate Monte
Carlo (NCMC), that is applicable to both single thermodynamic
states (e.g., NVT, NpT, μVT ensembles) as well as mixtures of
thermodynamic states [e.g., expanded ensemble (16, 17) simula-
tions]. Nonequilibrium proposals may drive a subset of degrees
of freedom, the thermodynamic parameters characterizing the
equilibrium distribution, or both, significantly expanding the re-
pertoire of Monte Carlo moves that lead to high acceptance and
efficient mixing in dense condensed-phase systems.

Equilibrium and Expanded Thermodynamic Ensembles
For physical systems in equilibrium, the probability of observing a
microstate is given by the Boltzmann distribution,

πλðxÞ ¼ Z−1
λ e−uλðxÞ; Zλ ¼

Z

Γ
dx e−uλðxÞ; [1]

where x ∈ Γ denotes a microstate of the system (which may in-
clude coordinates, momenta, and other dynamical variables, such
as simulation box dimensions), λ denotes a set of thermodynamic
parameters whose values define a thermodynamic state, and Zλ is
a normalizing constant known as the partition function.

The reduced potential uλðxÞ depends on the thermodynamic
ensemble under consideration (18). For instance, in an isother-
mal-isobaric (NpT) ensemble, the reduced potential will assume
the form,

uλðxÞ ¼ β½HðxÞ þ pV ðxÞ&; [2]

which depends on the Hamiltonian HðxÞ (which may include an
external biasing potential, and is presumed to be invariant under
momentum inversion) and the system volume V ðxÞ. In this en-
semble, the vector of controllable thermodynamic parameters
λ≡ fβ; H; pg includes the inverse temperature β, the Hamilto-
nianHðxÞ, and external pressure p. Other thermodynamic param-
eters and their conjugate variables can be included or excluded to
generate alternative physical (or unphysical) ensembles.

To allow sampling from multiple thermodynamic states within
a single simulation, we also define an expanded ensemble (16,
17), which specifies a joint distribution for ðx; λÞ in a weighted
mixture of thermodynamic states,

πðx; λÞ ¼ ZλπλðxÞωλ

∑

ν∈G

R
Γ dyZνπνðyÞων

; [3]

where ωλ > 0 specifies an externally imposed weight for state λ.
Here, λ ∈ G may assume values in a discrete or continuous space
G. If the set G consists of a single value of λ, a single thermody-
namic state is sampled, and πðx; λÞ ¼ πλðxÞ. These thermody-
namic states may correspond to a variety of different states of
interest, such as temperatures in a simulated tempering simula-
tion (19), alchemical states in a simulated scaling simulation (20),
or protonation states in a constant-pH simulation (21).

Nonequilibrium Candidate Monte Carlo
We first describe the general form of NCMC. At the start of an
iteration, the current sample in the Markov chain, ðxðnÞ; λðnÞÞ,
which is assumed to be drawn from πðx; λÞ, is used to initialize
a trajectory, ðx0; λ0Þ ¼ ðxðnÞ; λðnÞÞ. A candidate configuration
ðxT; λTÞ is then proposed through a nonequilibrium process in
which a set of degrees of freedom and/or thermodynamic param-
eters may be driven according to some protocol (22) selected with
a probability dependent only on ðx0; λ0Þ. Even if we only wish to
sample from a single thermodynamic state λ, we may use a pro-
tocol that transiently drives the thermodynamic parameters away
from λ and back again (as in ref. 14). Finally, an acceptance prob-
ability is computed and used to decide whether the next sample in
the Markov chain, ðxðnþ1Þ; λðnþ1ÞÞ, is the candidate, ðxT; λTÞ, or the
momentum reversal of the initial sample, ð~xðnÞ; λðnÞÞ.

An NCMC move begins by selecting a protocol Λ from a set of
possible protocols with probability PðΛjx0; λ0Þ, such that there ex-
ists a reverse protocol labeled as ~Λ (to be defined momentarily)
with Pð ~Λj~xT; λTÞ > 0. A protocol Λ specifies both a series of T
perturbation kernels αtðx; yÞ and propagation kernels Ktðx; yÞ,
arranged in an alternating pattern such that Λ≡ fα1; K1; α2; K2;
…; αT; KTg. Both αtðx; yÞ and Ktðx; yÞ are conditional probabil-
ities of y ∈ Γ given any x ∈ Γ, and must satisfy the requirement
that if pðx; yÞ > 0, then pðy; xÞ > 0, for p substituted by αt and Kt.

Each perturbation kernel αt drives some or all of the degrees
of freedom x in a stochastic or deterministic way (e.g., by driving
a torsion angle, a distance between two atoms, or the volume of
the simulation cell). Similarly, each propagation kernel Kt propa-
gates some or all of the coordinates of the system at fixed λt
according to some form of MCMC or MD [e.g., Metropolis
Monte Carlo (2, 3), velocity Verlet (23) deterministic dynamics,
or overdamped Langevin stochastic dynamics (24, 25)] that may
also depend on the time index t. Interleaving perturbation and
propagation allows for energetically unfavorable interactions
introduced by perturbation to be relaxed during propagation,
potentially increasing acceptance rates relative to the instanta-
neous perturbations of standard Metropolis Monte Carlo.

The procedure by which a trajectory X ≡ ðx0; x1;…; xTÞ is gen-
erated from an initial microstate x0 according to a protocol Λ can
be illustrated by the scheme,

x0 !!!
α1 x'1 !!!

K1 x1 !!!⋯ !!! xT−1 !!!
αT x'T !!!KT xT: [4]

Application of the perturbation αt to xt−1 generates a perturbed
configuration x't , which is then propagated by the kernel Kt to
obtain xt.

The reverse protocol ~Λ≡ fKT; αT;…; K0; α0g reverses the or-
der in which the perturbation and propagation steps are applied,
generating the time-reversed trajectory ~X ≡ f~xT;…; ~x0g, where ~x
denotes x with inverted momenta,

Fig. 1. Bistable dimer potential and instantaneous MC moves in WCA fluid.
An extension move increases the dimer extension by Δr ¼ þr0, whereas a
compaction move decreases the dimer extension by Δr ¼ −r0. Both move
types meet with near-universal rejection when implemented as instanta-
neous MC moves in a dense WCA fluid. Note that the lower panel is only
a cartoon—the actual described simulation is of a 3D system.
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perturbation kernel

forward process

~xT !!!KT ~x!T !!!αT ~xT−1 !!!⋯ !!! ~x1 !!!
K1 ~x!1 !!!

α1 ~x0: [5]

The next step in NCMC is to accept or reject ðxT; λTÞ as the
next sample in the chain. To ensure that the stationary distribu-
tion πðx; λÞ is preserved, we enforce a strict pathwise form of de-
tailed balance*,

AðX jΛÞΠðX jx0; ΛÞPðΛjx0; λ0Þπðx0; λ0Þ

¼ Að ~X j ~ΛÞΠð ~X j~xT; ~ΛÞPð ~Λj~xT; λTÞπð~xT; λTÞ: [6]

The quantity AðX jΛÞ is the NCMC acceptance probability,
whereasΠðX jx0; ΛÞ andΠð ~X j~xT; ~ΛÞ denote the probability of gen-
erating trajectory X from initial configuration x0 using protocolΛ,
or ~X from final configuration ~xT with protocol ~Λ, respectively,

ΠðX jx0; ΛÞ ¼
Y

1≤t≤T

αtðxt−1; x!t ÞKtðx!t ; xtÞ [7]

Πð ~X j~xT; ~ΛÞ ¼
Y

T≥t≥1
αtð~x!t ; ~xt−1ÞKtð~xt; ~x!t Þ: [8]

Summation of Eq. 6 over all trajectories starting with x0 and
ending with xT recovers the standard detailed balance condition
(see Appendix for proof).

We define the ratio of proposal kernels as

αð ~X j ~ΛÞ
αðX jΛÞ≡

YT

t¼1

αtð~x!t ; ~xt−1Þ
αtðxt−1; x!t Þ

; [9]

and the ratio of propagation kernels as the exponentiated differ-
ence in forward and backward conditional path actions as

e−ΔSðX jΛÞ ≡
YT

t¼1

Ktð~xt; ~x!t Þ
Ktðx!t ; xtÞ

: [10]

Using the above expressions and the momentum invariance
property πðx; λÞ ¼ πð~x; λÞ, we may write the ratio of acceptance
probabilities as

AðX jΛÞ
Að ~X j ~ΛÞ

¼ πð~xT; λTÞ
πðx0; λ0Þ

Pð ~Λj~xT; λTÞ
PðΛjx0; λ0Þ

ΠðX j~xT; ~ΛÞ
ΠðX jx0; ΛÞ

¼ πðxT; λTÞ
πðx0; λ0Þ

Pð ~Λj~xT; λTÞ
PðΛjx0; λ0Þ

YT

t¼1

αtð~x!t; ~xt−1Þ
αtðxt−1; x!t Þ

Ktð~xt; ~x!t Þ
Ktðx!t; xtÞ

≡ ωT

ω0

Pð ~Λj~xT; λTÞ
PðΛjx0; λ0Þ

αð ~X j ~ΛÞ
αðX jΛÞ e

−ΔSðX jΛÞ−ΔuðX jΛÞ; [11]

where ΔuðX jΛÞ≡ uTðxTÞ − u0ðx0Þ is the energy difference. Eq. 11
is the main result of this paper, and is highly general with regard
to both the choice of protocol for perturbation and propagation.
In subsequent sections, we discuss specific choices for these pro-
tocols that lead to particularly simple acceptance criteria.

Many choices of acceptance probabilities AðX jΛÞ that satisfy
Eq. 11 are possible, including the well-known Metropolis–
Hastings criterion (2, 3)

AðX jΛÞ ¼ min
"
1;
ωT

ω0

Pð ~Λj~xT; λTÞ
PðΛjx0; λ0Þ

αð ~X j ~ΛÞ
αðX jΛÞ e

−ΔSðX jΛÞ−ΔuðX jΛÞ
#
:

[12]

After generating ðxT; λTÞ and evaluating AðX jΛÞ, we generate a
uniform random variate U. If AðX jΛÞ > U, then the candidate
becomes the next value in the chain, ðxðnþ1Þ; λðnþ1ÞÞ ¼ ðxT; λTÞ.
Otherwise, it is rejected, we perform a momentum flip, and
the next value becomes ðxðnþ1Þ; λðnþ1ÞÞ ¼ ð~x0; λ0Þ. Alternately, we
may perform a momentum flip upon acceptance, ðxðnþ1Þ; λðnþ1ÞÞ ¼
ð~xT; λTÞ and preserve the momentum upon rejection, ðxðnþ1Þ;
λðnþ1ÞÞ ¼ ðx0; λ0Þ. We cannot, however, ignore the momentum
flip completely; as explained in Appendix, this flip is necessary
to preserve the equilibrium distribution.

We note that NCMC need not be used exclusively to sample
from πðx; λÞ, but can be mixed with other MCMC moves or with
MD (1). For example, one may reinitialize velocities from the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution after each NCMC step; this is
a Gibbs sampling MCMC move using the marginal distribution
for velocities.

Perturbation Kernels
A large variety of choices are available for the perturbation
kernels αtðx; yÞ. Through judicious selection of these kernels, a
practitioner can design nonequilibrium proposals that carry some
component of the system from one high-probability region to
another with high acceptance rates. We briefly describe a few
possibilities.

Stochastically Driven Degrees of Freedom. Suppose we wish to drive
a torsion angle ϕ (an angle subtended by four bonded atoms)
stochastically by rotating it to a new torsion angle ϕ0 (holding an-
gles and bonds fixed) according to some probability, such as the
von Mises circular distribution centered on ϕ,

ηðϕ0jϕÞ ¼ ½2πI0ðκÞ'−1eκ cosðϕ
0−ϕÞ; [13]

with I0ðκÞ denoting the modified Bessel function of order zero
and κ > 0 taking the role of a dimensionless force constant.
Because the stochastic perturbation is made in a non-Cartesian
coordinate, a Jacobian JðϕÞ must be included to compute αðx; yÞ
in Cartesian coordinates, resulting in the ratio,

αtð~y; ~xÞ
αtðx; yÞ

¼ ηðϕjϕ0ÞJðϕÞ
ηðϕ0jϕÞJðϕ0Þ ¼ 1; [14]

where Jðϕ0Þ ¼ JðϕÞ ¼ 1 because the transformation (a rotation
about a bond vector) preserves the Cartesian phase space volume.

Deterministically Driven Degrees of Freedom. Instead of perturbing
the torsion angle stochastically, we can deterministically drive it
in small, fixed increments Δϕ. In this case, we effectively define
an invertible map M that takes x → y, such that y ¼ Mx differs
from x only in the rotation of the specified torsion ϕ by Δϕ.
To implement this, we may choose a perturbation Δϕ from a
distribution where (Δϕ have equal probability, and drive ϕðxÞ
from its current value ϕ0 to a final value ϕT ¼ ϕ0 þ Δϕ over T
steps in equal increments, such that ϕðxtÞ is constrained to
ϕt ≡ ð1 − t∕TÞϕ0 þ ðt∕TÞϕT . In this case, αtðx; yÞ ¼ δðy −MxÞ
JðxÞ, where the Jacobian JðxÞ represents the factor by which
Cartesian phase space is compressed on the application of the
map M, which is again unity for rotation about a torsion angle
by Δϕ, and, due to the invertibility of the map, the ratio
αtð~y; ~xÞ∕αtðx; yÞ ¼ 1.

Simulation Box Scaling. Another possible deterministic perturba-
tion kernel is simulation box scaling. A barostat can be implemen-
ted by proposing propagation kernels that scale the molecular

*The described pathwise detailed balance condition is closely related to “super-detailed
balance” (e.g., ref. 26), but also accounts for momentum reversal to extend its definition
to include molecular dynamics integrators.
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reverse process

x̃

is momentum-reversed 

x

switching protocol is time-reversed ⇤

trajectory is time-reversed 

A(X|�) = min

(
1,

⇤(xT ,⇥T )

⇤(x0,⇥0)

P (�̃|x̃T ,⇥T )

P (�|x0,⇥0)

�̃(X̃)

�(X)
e��S(X)

)

Result is a general acceptance criteria for any nonequilibrium perturbation:

Enforce strict “pathwise” form of detailed balance (which also ensures detailed balance is satisfied):

equilibrium selection perturbation action

path generation 
probability

protocol 
selection

equilibrium
acceptance 
probability

acceptance 
probability

path generation 
probability

protocol 
selection equilibrium

both must be selected with nonzero 
probability!



rjmc ncmc+ SAMS + 



Project perses

https://github.com/choderalab/perses

Perform independent Hamiltonian exchange 
alchemical free energy calculations for each target. 

Nsim ~ O(M*N) 
   M = targets (500) 
   N = simulations/100 compounds (1) 

Nsim ~ 500 simulations



working to port 
all these tools to orion



the domain of applicability is 
currently limited: more work is needed

TARGETS
CHALLENGES

NOW

Multiple high-quality crystal structures of target

Congeneric series of ligands with
all ligands binding in same pose

Only one dominant protonation state 
unchanged throughout binding process  

No ligand or sidechain tautomerism  
 
One well-specified, well-resolved isoform/species  
 
No complex cosolvents, binding partners,
slow binding site desolvation events

No exotic chemistries

No metals or prosthetic groups

No membranes?



predictions fail for three reasons

We need to UNDERSTAND why failures occur TO improve 
THE ROBUSTNESS OF our PREDICTIVE MODELS

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 

V (q) =
!

bonds

Kr(r − req)
2 +

!

angles

Kθ(θ − θeq)
2

+
!

dihedrals

Vn

2
[1 + cos(nφ − γ)] +

!

i<j

"

Aij

R12
ij

−

Bij

R6
ij

+
qiqj

ϵRij

#

1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system



protonation state effects may be pervasive
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Figure 2. Preliminary MCCE survey of net proton
change and tautomer shifts on binding at pH 7.4
for 49 kinase:inhibitor complexes. Upper right:
pK

a

s of 22 FDA-approved kinase inhibitors com-
puted using Epik [72], with those accessible from
pH 7.4 with up to 6 k

B

T energetic penalty shown in
red shaded 1 k

B

T steps. Left: Shifts in total proton
number in protein (� protein), total proton number
of inhibitor (� inhibitor), or shift in dominant inhibitor
protomer/tautomer upon binding (� protomer). Pro-
ton update is colored blue, while proton loss is col-
ored red; major shifts in inhibitor protomer are col-
ored green. Nearly all complexes surveyed appeared
showed significant changes in protomer equilibria
upon binding. AM1-BCC charges were assigned to
each protomer [78, 79], and MCCE 2.3 was run in
“default” mode to estimate equilibrium protomer popu-
lations of titratable protein residues and inhibitor. Sta-
tistical uncertainty in populations was ⇠0.1%. Titrat-
able protein residues across kinases found to change
protonation state upon binding are highlighted in their
corresponding positions on DDR1 (right) and in the
kinase-ligand interaction fingerprints (KLIFS) [80] in-
teraction fingerprint for DDR1:ponatinib (lower right).

Preliminary results: We used the Epik [72] tool to predict pK
a

s for 22 FDA-approved kinase inhibitors (Figure 2,
upper right), finding experimental pK

a

s of imatinib, bosutinib, erlotinib, and gefinitib reproduced to <1 log unit
error (Figure 1; erlotinib and gefinitinib measured by Sirius Analytical on a Sirius T3). More than half of the
FDA-approved kinase inhibitors surveyed are predicted to possess pK

a

s in a range that would require a free energy
cost of 6 k

B

T or less to access an alternative protonation state at the typical intracellular pH of 7.4, indicating the
potential for significant protonation state effects is widespread among selective kinase inhibitors (Figure 2).
Potential pitfalls and alternative approaches: Should pK

a

predictions for kinase inhibitors are far less accurate
than reported in large-scale benchmarks [76], we will focus subsequent Aims on kinase inhibitors with available
experimental pK

a

data and utilize experimentally-derived protomer populations inferred from experimental data,
allowing us to fully develop and validate our methodology. Our data would inform collaborator Schrödinger on how
small molecule pK

a

prediction methodologies (in Epik and Jaguar) could be further improved.
Aim 1B. Survey noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes for significant protonation state effects using MCCE.
Approach: We will extract all noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes in the PDB to perform a large-scale survey of
potential protonation-state effects using MCCE 2.3 [17,19]. MCCE uses Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of sidechain
rotamers, protomers, and tautomers and a fast Poisson-Boltzmann implicit solvent model to efficiently sample
the equilibrium distribution [17,19]. All kinase inhibitors will have solution protonation and tautomer populations
predicted as in Aim 1A and charges assigned using the AM1-BCC method [78,79] to produce charges compatible
with the MCCE titratable protein forcefield. For each complex, a complete model of the kinase catalytic domain
(with missing heavy atoms added and internal loops modeled) will be generated using MODELLER [81,82] and
ROSETTA kinematic loop closure [83], and an explicit-hydrogen ligand constructed using the OpenEye toolkit.
MCCE will be run on inhibitor alone, kinase alone, and complex to identify (1) whether mixtures of protonation
states exist in significant populations in any of these states, and (2) if so, whether dominant protonation states of
inhibitor or kinase are seen to shift upon binding. MCCE requires ⇠6-12 hr/complex on a single CPU, allowing all
⇠2100 complexes to be rapidly evaluated on our resources. Kinase:inhibitor complexes predicted to have large
protonation state effects despite these assumptions will be flagged as candidates for subsequent detailed study.
We will ask many questions of the data from this first large-scale survey: Are protonation state effects mainly driven
by ionizable protein residues (determined by comparing fixed or variable protomers), or by ligand moieties, and
if so, which ones? Do these have commonalities across the kinome or in specific branches, or across inhibitors
of with similar scaffolds or substituents? How sensitive are these effects to conformation, phosphorylation, and
point mutations? For cases where structures of antitargets (like imatinib:Src) are available, do inhibitors always
bind both targets and antitargets in the same protonation state? Are there insights into exploiting protonation state
penalties to achieve selectivity that could be exploited? A wealth of new insight into the role of protonation state
effects in selective kinase inhibition is expected.
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(big shout-out to Yifan Song for 
introducing us to MCCE2!)



upcoming workshop: 
establishing standards for  

assessing qbsd
with brad sherborne, merck 
potential molssi sponsorship 

establish common metrics for reporting the performance of qbsd methods 
can we quantify expected impact/value while accounting for cost? 

establish desiderata for common datasets to use for retrospective evaluation 
Identify how we can get these datasets (existing? new?) 

build a community process to create and revise these standards 
Aim for sustainability
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Code and data available at http://www.choderalab.org 
Start Folding at http://folding.stanford.edu
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